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These blank guitar tabs are perfect for writing music!! Blank musical notebook for composing your music!! Great for Musicians, Students and Teachers. Simple and easy design. Spaced evenly to make
writing easy. Six 6-line Staves per page. 7 blank Chord diagrams per page. 125 Pages, printed on both sides. White Paper, Non-Refillable. Paperback 8.5" x 11" Undated, Unnumbered
Presents Islamic stories that offer a background in Islamic traditions, folk tales, and mystical verse.
Don't Say a WordKensington Publishing Corp.
Writers have been writing about war since the siege of Troy, but few, if any, have captured the first-person experience of war as deeply as My Vietnam War. Set in 1967 (the deadliest year of the Vietnam
War), this memoir-style novel depicts the psychological journey of a young man whose carefree days of studying philosophy at the university are ended by the draft. The story follows him from his initial rearechelon assignment in Saigon, where he falls for a mysterious storytelling bar girl, to his eventual posting at an isolated front-line firebase in one of the deepest parts of the Vietnam jungle. While recovering
from a leg wound (he is hit by a piece of bone from a fellow soldier who stepped on a booby trap mine), he becomes the assistant medic and sees the horrors of war close up. The experience begins his
steady spiral down into PTSD. After he is seriously wounded, he ends up back in Saigon where, after an old friend from Arizona gets him involved in the underground drug trade, the mysterious bar girl may
be his only hope for salvation. It is a powerful story, well-written, with vivid detail that you will never forget.
In the pursuit of justice, truth always plays a prominent role. Few, if any, legal systems are willing to waive the right to claim that the results of their legal processes are fair, just, and, above all, based on the
truth. In most legal systems, elaborate rules on the taking of evidence try to guarantee that an accurate factual basis is used for the application of the law. Such rules are the core of most methods of
adjudication and they are the main theme of this book, which focuses specifically on the rules of evidence within the context of efficiency in civil proceedings. Apart from the fact that a link between the pursuit
of truth and efficiency has been emphasized since the time of ancient Rome, all legal systems must find the right balance between the amount of time and money invested in the civil trial and the
thoroughness of the proof-taking stage in litigation. Obviously, a system of proof that can produce trustworthy results is in need of considerable investment of time and resources, but the amount of time and
resources available is not without its limits. If a proper balance between truth and the necessary time and resources cannot be found, the whole process of litigation may be endangered. (Series: Ius
Commune Europaeum - Vol. 111)

Cross Your Heart. . . One by one, they will die. He has waited patiently, planning their final moments. Their tortured screams, their pleas for mercy--all will be in vain. . . And Hope. . . Homicide
detective Julia Cass has witnessed plenty of crime scenes. But the murder of a Chattanooga judge is shocking in its brutality. Teamed with FBI agent Will Brannock, Julia delves into an
investigation that soon unearths more bodies--all mutilated in the same way, all left with a gruesome souvenir of a killer's ruthless rage. . . To Die. . . The only way to stop the slaughter is to
predict the next victim. But when you're dealing with vengeance at its most ruthless, one wrong move can make you a target. . .and the next word you utter could be your last. . . Praise for the
novels of Beverly Barton "A shivery read. . . Tight twists and hairpin turns will keep readers racing through the pages." --Bookpage on Don't Cry "Barton delivers a solid mix of romance and
terror in her latest thriller." --Publishers Weekly on Don't Cry "Masterful!" --New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard on Cold Hearted
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Blank Guitar Tabs musical notebook for composing your music!! Great for Musicians, Students and Teachers. Simple and easy design. Spaced evenly to make writing easy. Six 6-line Staves
per page. 7 blank Chord diagrams per page. 200 Pages, printed on both sides. White Paper, Non-Refillable. Paperback 8.5" x 11" Undated, Unnumbered
This is perfect gift for someone in the Applied Behavior Analysis Aba Related Field such as Discrete Trial Training (DTT), Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI), Pivotal Response
Treatment (PRT), Verbal Behavior Intervention (VBI) Behavior Analyst. This can be a perfect gift for an analyst to track or note down data. This book has a very cute cover page with a quote
which makes it a very good looking and beautiful gift for anyone in the ABA therapy industry. ABA Daily Planner 2020 (January 1st, 2020 - December 31st, 2020
***** CLICK THE AUTHOR NAME GAINZ PUBLICATIONS FOR MORE NAMES & QUOTES ***** Workout log book with 130 pages to log your daily workout routine. Dimensions: 5 x 8
Comes with a light-weight paperback cover making it light and easy to carry around. This unique fitness journal provides the ideal way to stay organized and record your daily progress. The
top portion focuses on warmups and stretches. The main space is well portioned for logging sets, reps and the amount of weight. There is a section for cardio that has been portioned for you
to log the name of the exercise or machine, number of calories, distance and time. Finally, there is space to log cooldown, water intake and a quick rating of how the workout went.. Each page
in this blank fitness log book includes the following sections: Todays Goal Day of the week Muscle Group Focus Weight Date / Time Exercise Type Empty Boxes for your Sets, Reps &
Weight Cardio with Exercise Calories Distance and Time Water Intake Cooldown Period How Youre Feeling (out of 5 stars) Space for Notes p>Order yours now!
Oscar Paget, Duke of Rothborn, is a Corinthian to his marrow. Sport is in his blood, no matter the variety. Winning is all he cares about.The handsome young duke has no desire for a wife to
impede his exiting lifestyle and though engaged to the beautiful Lady Pearl Aldous since infancy, he keeps putting off the big day.Little does he know Pearl's tomboyish younger sister, Ella,
has been in love with him her whole life.When Ella does something reckless to save Oscar from losing a bet to a man he despises, they are caught in a compromising situation. The only way
to save her reputation is to marry her instead of Pearl. To Oscar, Ella can never be more than a friend. He considers her as a little sister, not a wife, and he knows there can be nothing more
than a marriage of convenience between them. Ella knows nothing of the sort. All she must do now ... is prove it.***NOTE: This book and series contains mild swearing and mildly graphic and
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descriptive sex scenes - NOT erotica***
Have you chosen your word for 2020? This journal is the ultimate planning system to help you stay on track with your personal, financial and career goals. Inside you'll find important layouts,
including monthly, quarterly, and yearly goal planning pages as well as sections designed to help you get focused, and stay on track towards accomplishing all your goals. Outside you'll find
your word for your year on the cover - always a great reminder to concentrate your focus! This is a one-stop goal planner dedicated to helping you live your best life! If you're looking to make a
positive change, this journal is exactly what you're looking for. Get More Done in Less Time with the Ultimate Goal Planner for 2020! - Create positive habits that boost productivity. - Monthly,
quarterly, and yearly goal setting pages. - Stay organized easily while focusing on effective time management! - Track your personal, financial, fitness, spiritual, travel, and life goals! - Great
gift for friends, family, and coworkers! Size: 8.5x11 Pages: 100
Monthly and Weekly Budget Planner This budget planner is a great way to organize your expenses for the month. It gives you enough pages to fill an entire year of bills, budgeting, and
expenses to make sure you're staying on track with your money. BOOK DETAILS: - 8.5 X 11 inches for maximum space - Monthly budget sheet - Weekly and daily worksheets for tracking
expenses - Monthly summary and notes for allocation of overages or shortages - Durable matte cover that's easy to store or bring on the go Keep It Organized budget planners are the
simplest and most stylish way to manage your money. Great for business or personal use or ideal for a gift. These budget planners also come in additional sizes and patterns.
"Rilla of Ingleside" is a novel in the Anne of Green Gables series, describing the coming-of-age of Anne's youngest daughter, Marilla or Rilla. Set during the First World War in Canada, the
narrative traces Rilla's development from a self-obsessed fifteen-year-old girl to a mature and brave nineteen-year-old.At the beginning of the book, the family discovers that the Archduke of
Austria has been assassinated, setting off the events that will eventually lead to war. Rilla, however, is more preoccupied with her first real dance, and her future with her crush, Ken. At the
dance, though, the group discovers that war has been declared, and many of the young men talk about joining up. As Rilla's oldest brother Jem and his friend Jerry leave for war, others
struggle with whether or not to join up such as Ken, who has an old sports injury, and Walter, RIlla's favorite brother. In the end, both of these boys also enlist.
Butterfly Coloring Book, Adult Coloring Book Butterflies and Flowers, Stress Relieving Butterflies Coloring Book For Adults, The World's Best Butterfly Coloring Book, Beautiful Butterfly
Coloring Book

130 Pages Of Sketch Paper . Matte Finish. Beautiful Design. Great book. 6 x 9 Inches. Ideal gift for the person who likes to draw or maybe wants to take up drawing.
Bento includes over 70 quick, easy, and delicious box lunch ideas for your family.
Day Bang is a 201-page book that teaches you how to pick up women during the day, primarily in a coffee shop, clothing store, bookstore, grocery store, subway, or on the
street. It contains 51 openers, 23 long dialogue examples with commentary, and dozens of additional lines that teach by example. Day Bang includes... -The optimal day game
mindset that leads to the most amount of success-An easy mental trick to prevent your brain from going into a flight-or-fight response when it's time to approach a woman you're
attracted to-A detailed breakdown of how to use the "elderly opener," an easy style of approach that reliably starts conversations with women-2 ways to tell if a girl will be
receptive to your approach-How to avoid the dreaded "interview vibe"-10 common mistakes guys make that hurt their chances of getting a number Day Bang shares tons of tips
and real examples on having successful conversations. It teaches you... -How to use my bait system to get the girl engaged and interested in you-How to segue out of the initial
opening topic into a more personal chat where you'll get to know the girl on a deeper level-How to take the interesting things you've done (your accomplishments, hobbies, and
experiences) and morph them into bait hooks that gets the girl intrigued enough to want to go out with you-My "Galnuc" method to seamlessly get a girl's number-An easy hack at
the end of your interactions that will reduce the chance of a flake and prime the girl for going out with you-Ways to open up a conversation on a girl who isn't giving you much to
work with Day Bang goes into painstaking detail on how to approach women in a variety of common environments... -How to open a girl in coffee shops when she has a book,
laptop, mp3 player, cell phone, research paper, crossword or Sudoku puzzle, or nothing at all-Two methods for approaching a girl on the street, depending on if she's moving or
not, with a diagram to explain all the approach variations-How to approach in a retail store or mall environment, with openers to use on customers or sales clerks-How to
approach in bookstores, with specific tips on how to customize your approaches in the cafe, magazine section, or general book aisles-How to meet women in public
transportation, on both the bus and subway-How to meet women in grocery stores-How to approach girls in secondary venues like a beach, casino, concert, gym, hair salon,
handicraft fair, museum, art show, park, public square, or wine festival Dozens of additional topics are logically organized into 12 chapters... -Preparation. How to reduce your
approach anxiety-Opening. How to deliver your opener in a way that doesn't scare women away-Rambling. How to have conversations that make women interested in youClosing. How to get a number in a way that reduces the chance she'll flake-The Coffee Shop. How to pick up in coffee shops and cafes-The Street. How to pick up outdoors-The
Clothing Shop. How to pick up in retail shops, malls, and big box stores-The Bookstore. How to pick up in bookstores-Public Transportation. How to pick up in the bus, subway, or
long distance transportation-The Grocery Store. How to pick up in grocery stores-Other Venues. How to pick up just about anywhere else women can be found-Putting It All
Together. How to maximize your day game potential The lessons taught in this 75,000 word, no-fluff textbook will help you meet women during the day. If you need tips on what
to do after getting her number, consult my other book Bang, which contains an A-to-Z banging strategy. Day Bang focuses exclusively on daytime approaching.
***** CLICK THE AUTHOR NAME "SHEETMUSIC PUBLISHING" FOR MORE NAMES ***** The music lover you know and love will appreciate this awesome gift. This music
notebook gives musicians a special place to write and learn new music. This matte finished musical writing pad comes complete with 100 pages (50 sheets). It has a flexible
lightweight paperback cover, which makes it lighter and easier to carry around, and comes complete with a cool trendy cover. Dimensions: 8 x 10 giving plenty of space for 12
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staves per page with staff lines & notation guides. This music manuscript is perfect to help: Musicians write learn new music Composers with their music Keep track of your
songs keep them organized Noting down songs you want to learn New musicians learn new notes and practice making music And so much more... Set yourself up for success to
help you reach your goals and aspirations with this cute music journal. Order yours now!
Brilliant Butterfly Journal Notebook - Terrific Gift for Less than $10 Butterfly inspired cover and interior pages makes this a stylish journal which is a must have for any person who
loves anything to do with the Butterflies. It is a ruled notebook with 124 pages that are both lined and/or blank with a Butterfly border and is conveniently sized at 6
Our New Ultimate Black Teacher Lesson Plan Book with Undated Perpetual Calendar For Teachers is finally here! This gorgeous and fun 150 page African American Teacher Lesson Planner
and Record Book with Perpetual Calendar is a large, easy to carry, 8 x 10 Inch (20.32 cm x 25.4cm) sized non-spiral paperback book. Practical and useful Teacher planner to stay organized
as an educator! Any Gold or Glitter in the design is Faux. Grab your colored gel pens and get on track! This beautiful Black Queen Teacher Lesson planner contains everything that you could
possibly need to stay organized and on top of your teaching game! Makes an amazing Black Teacher Appreciation gift! The Ultimate Black Teacher Planner Book with Undated Calendar
Content Includes: Notes and Memos Resource Links School Holidays Year at a Glance Calendar Parent Contacts Parent Contact Log with Method & Notes Student Birthdays Classroom
Expenses Class Field Trip Notes & Checklist Progress Reports with Action Plan Assignment Tracker Reading Tracker for your Students Monthly Calendar with Notes, Activities, Plans & Ideas
Monthly Notes Monthly Schedule Weekly Roll Call - Attendance Weekly Overview Weekly Lesson Plan Class Projects with Details & Task List Day Planner with Goals & To Do List Parent
Teacher Meetings with Acton Plan Student Information Tracker with Parent Contact, Academic & Medical History and more! An Amazing Teacher Planner and Teacher Appreciation gift idea
for: Day Care Teachers Preschool & Kindergarten Teachers Elementary School Teachers Middle School Teachers Homeschool Private School Teachers Student Teachers Summer Camp
Counselors Special Needs Teacher Religious Education Teachers Continuing Education Instructors Dance Teacher & Sports Coach High School and even College Professors Many other
Teacher Planner Books and Gifts are available in our Black Queens NYC Shop!
"The rise and fall of kings and nations!"--Cover.
Glaikit, mockit, droukit, drouthy, couthy, scunner, thrawn - the Scots language is rich with words too gallus not to glory in, dialect terms that deserve better than to be boxed away as precious
oddities. Here we've collected some of the strangest writers of Scottish descent to bring these terms to life - that's Scottish by heritage or residence, adoption or initiation...
Our Butterfly Coloring Book is a perfect way to stress relief and relaxation. Having fun while coloring is a great thing but learning in the same time would be awesome! That is why our
illustration will provide you useful information about the butterfly's species and other info. Features: 30 unique designs Printed single-sided to avoid bleed through Premium glossy cover finish
Perfect for all coloring mediums and ages Large format 8.5" x 11" Kws: butterfly coloring books, adult coloring books butterfly, butterflies coloring book, adult coloring book butterflies, butterfly
coloring pages, coloring book butterflies, butterflies adult coloring book, adult coloring butterflies, butterfly garden coloring book
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